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Seemingly simple things are often not simple at
all: Equal sample means are not sufficient to infer

equal groups in a population.
This month’s article was motivated after overhearing a conversation in which one person claimed two

groups were equal “because the means of each group were the same to the first decimal place and a
t-test was non-significant.” Even if the sample was randomly selected from a well-defined population
and the cases were randomly assigned to the groups, there arestill likely to be problems with such a
simplistic modeling strategy. Bryk and Raudenbush (1988) have illustrated problems with homogeneity
assumptions. Even if it were safe to assume no other variables were influencing the two being analyzed
(i.e. strict experimental control; which is itself highly unlikely), it would still be very irresponsible to
claim equality based solely on at-test and equality of means. Below, we demonstrate a few examples
why.

Let’s pretend we want to explore salary equity among female and male university professors at five
different universities. So, we collected a sample (n = 1000) of females and a sample of males (also;
n = 1000) each from five different universities. Ignoring any other variables which might affect the
relationship between gender and salary (which would be extremely unwise); what might we find at each
university? Which university(-ies) would you consider maleand female salaries equal enough to not raise
suspicions of wage discrimination? Note we are not addressing the question of salaries at all universities,
but instead at each of the five universities selected.

First, we import the simulated data into R, of course; get a summary of it and define the two groups.
The URL for the data is here1. The salaries are listed in thousands of United States dollars (USD). A
version of the R script used in this article can be found on theR&SS Do-It-Yourself Introduction to R
website2, particularly in the Module 5 section.

1http://bayes.acs.unt.edu:8083/BayesContent/class/Jon/ExampleData/SameMeanButNotEqual02.csv
2http://bayes.acs.unt.edu:8083/BayesContent/class/Jon/R_SC/
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So, when we take a cursory look at university one, we find females and males have the same salary mean
and same salary variance.

However, they do not appear to bethe same when we visualize the data.
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When we take a cursory look at university two we find the means are nearly the same, but the variances
are drastically different.

Again, visualization clarifies how the groups are indeeddifferent.
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Data from university three displays virtually the same means, somewhat different variances.

And again, the visualization clarifies.
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University four displays virtually the same means and virtually the same variances.

Are the groupsequal?
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University five is the most extreme of those used in these examples, it is only included to encourage
thinking (of assumptions and limitations of modeling strategies). University five’s data shows exactly
the same means and exactly the same variances; which are virtually zero.
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University 5 pays everyone $75000; except 1 female earns $74000, 1 female earns $76000, 1 male earns
$74000, and 1 male earns $76000.

To be clear,t-tests are generally used when seeking differences; not equality. For those interested in
fitting simple modes to check for differences, equivalency,and indeterminacy, Tryon (2001) has provided
an overview.

Do the above examples indicate simplistic models, such as the t-test model, should be relegated to the
history books? No, but the utility of simplistic models needs to be recognized as severely limited. Those
models are appropriate in only avery limited set of circumstances. The current focus in quantitative
data analysis is on predominantly two aspects. Collecting large data arrays (i.e. rows and columns)
which capture the complexity of most serious research endeavors. And using available hardware (i.e.
supercomputers) with freely available software (e.g. R) to discover, model, and evaluate the complexity
in those data to better inform decisions with meaningful consequences. It is incumbent upon all of us
involved with data analysis to challenge ourselves to use modern technology (hardware & software)
to analyze large data and fit models which better represent the complexity of reality. UNT has a goal
to maintain Tier 1 status and that virtually mandates advanced, cutting edge research. Research and
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Statistical Support3 (R&SS) and High-Performance Computing4 (HPC) services are available to help
facilitate such research.
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